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1st round is the written (aptitude + technical) : Total 5 sections but only LAST 2 SECTIONS have cutoff ′
s i.e.. . C and C ++ apti part is very easy … Topics covered were time n work. Venn diagram questions …
Simple reasoning mental ability in c and c ++ quest on dangling pointer. Functions, arrays structures …
To �ind o/p of pgms. Ques were tough________think well before marking. No negative marking. Total 30
ques for C and C ++ (15 each) try to make atleast 6 correct for both … I ′ m sure u ′ ll clear it next was
the gd: Quiet easy … 12 people in 1 grp … In my grp they selected 7 topic was “Future prospects n
growth in indian IT companies” time limit: 10 min i think moderator looks for average comm skills,
body language and the way u conclude the gd

3rd is the HR round: Genreal ques, family background, hobbies, can ask some tech ques �inally technical
interview: Most crucial and elimination round nothing tech abtit Guys plsss prepare ur project very
very well. For electronics ppl no hardcore technical just prokject n few basic ques on c or c ++ .

There are three sections.

Section 1-ENGLISH

1a > In this section 2 passages were there on basis of that u have to answer 10 questions (5 question
each) First passage was based on ball tempering by Indian team with mix of lagan story. In this answer
of �irst question was (Ball tempering) the second passage was based on Gadar movie (same story) .

Synonyms:

1. Candid: Ans frank

2. Specifaction: Ans documentation

3. Extradite = deport

4. Cursory = scold

5. ________ = very high

�ill up the blanks with proper word (5 questions)

pick the sentence which has grammatical mistake (5 questios) .

Section 3-Verbal (20 questions)

Here few questions are from logical reasoning (eg.) (6 questions)

Sentences: (type of question) (logical deductions)

i > some cats are dog

ii > no dog is lion
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conclusion:

i > some dogs are lion

ii > some dog are cats

options:

a > only follows

b > either I or ii follows

c > none follows

2 Questions on + means ⚹ , % mean-, etc. Answers of those questions are 4 and-  .

Letter series example aabb-abda? bbaa this type one question a question of this type �ind the next
term in AM, BA, JM like this


